Prediction protein structural classes with pseudo-amino acid composition: approximate entropy and hydrophobicity pattern.
Compared with the conventional amino acid (AA) composition, the pseudo-amino acid (PseAA) composition as originally introduced for protein subcellular location prediction can incorporate much more information of a protein sequence, so as to remarkably enhance the power of using a discrete model to predict various attributes of a protein. In this study, based on the concept of PseAA composition, the approximate entropy and hydrophobicity pattern of a protein sequence are used to characterize the PseAA components. Also, the immune genetic algorithm (IGA) is applied to search the optimal weight factors in generating the PseAA composition. Thus, for a given protein sequence sample, a 27-D (dimensional) PseAA composition is generated as its descriptor. The fuzzy K nearest neighbors (FKNN) classifier is adopted as the prediction engine. The results thus obtained in predicting protein structural classification are quite encouraging, indicating that the current approach may also be used to improve the prediction quality of other protein attributes, or at least can play a complimentary role to the existing methods in the relevant areas. Our algorithm is written in Matlab that is available by contacting the corresponding author.